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ABSTRACT 
 
Photoacoustic tomography is emerging as a promising imaging modality for various biomedical 
applications. Unlike traditional ultrasound imaging that is plagued by strong speckle artifacts, no obvious 
speckle has so far been observed in photoacoustic images. We systematically studied the reason for this 
lack of speckle in photoacoustic tomography based on speckle contrast. Theoretical explanations were 
validated by simulation. The results here can serve as a basis for developing specific applications, such as 
tissue characterization, using photoacoustic methods.   
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
First discovered by Bell in 1880, photoacoustic effect names a phenomenon where acoustic waves are 
produced by absorbing objects that are undergoing rapid electromagnetic illumination. Researchers have 
exploited its application with photoacoustic spectroscopy1. Recently, a technique called photoacoustic 
tomography (PAT) has emerged as a promising non-invasive imaging tool for various biomedical 
investigations.2,3,4 To be more specific, people tend to label the method thermoacoustic tomography when 
the excitation source is in the radiofrequency band and to call it photoacoustic tomography when the 
heating source is a pulsed laser. Several mechanisms responsible for the generation of photoacoustic waves 
were studied by Gusev5. Among them, thermo-elastic expansion is believed to be the most important in 
PAT. Ultrasound detectors are placed, or scanned, around an object to collect outgoing acoustic signals, 
which are later used to reconstruct the distribution of the initial acoustic pressure, or absorption coefficients 
under assumptions of uniform illumination and homogenous mechanical properties. When a spherically 
focused transducer, or dynamically focused transducer array, is used as in traditional pulse-echo ultrasound 
imaging, one-dimensional images are calculated and properly aligned to form an image.6,7 To improve the 
lateral resolution and enlarge the imaging view, unfocused transducers are employed necessitating an 
advanced reconstruction method. Many approximate empirical algorithms were proposed in early studies, 
including weighted delay and sum8, the optimal statistical approach9 and radon transform in a far field 
approximation10. Recently, a rigorous modified back projection reconstruction method for planar, 
cylindrical and spherical detecting geometries has been reported.11  
    Unlike traditional optical methods, which suffer from the high scattering of biological tissues, PAT 
combines the merits of sensitive absorbing contrast and high ultrasonic resolution at the sub-millimeter 
level. An imaging depth of several centimeters has also been demonstrated in tissue phantoms.12 Because of 
its unique capability to see the colorful nature of the life. PAT has been successfully applied in structural 
and functional imaging of the brain13 and depiction of tumor angiogenesis14 in small animal models in vivo. 
Several strong contrast agents for enhancing optical absorption have been demonstrated in in-vivo 
applications, such as indocyanine green (ICG)15, poly(ethylene glycol)-coated nanoshells16. Currently, 
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many researchers are proceeding towards molecular imaging, e.g. visualizing tumors genetically marked by 
lacZ gene17. 
    An attractive advantage of PAT is that no obvious speckle has been seen.4 Optical speckle was first 
observed as granular patterns in the reflection of a laser beam from a rough surface.18 Later researchers 
realized that it was a fundamental feature of a series of coherent imaging modalities, including laser 
illuminator, pulse-echo ultrasound, synthetic aperture radar (SAR) and optical coherence tomography 
(OCT), etc. It is believed that speckle is mainly caused by the interference of coherent radiation from the 
rough microstructures of the object within a resolution cell. Furthermore, because light is usually detected 
as time-integrated intensity, temporal coherence is required to observe the speckle patterns in images 
formed by laser. Speckle was first considered as noise, because its texture is not directly related to the 
object and blurs the image. Various techniques have been developed to reduce speckles, for instance, 
spatial and frequency compounding, etc. However, further studies have revealed that speckle carries 
information about objects’ microstructures. This fact has been applied in efforts at tissue characterization.19 
    To quantitatively understand the characteristics of speckle, a classic random walk model was proposed 
by Goodman.20 There, radiation from random sources were modeled as independent phasors, whose own 
magnitude and phases were independent, and the phases were uniformly distributed in [-π, π). The images 
consisted of certain information extracted from the interference field in the imaging domain.  Researchers 
are mainly interested in the first-order and the second-order properties of a speckle image. The former 
refers to the distribution of a single image point, while the latter represents the joint statistics of two image 
points. The image from the laser, represents the intensity of the interference field, following an exponential 
distribution at every single point. Burckhardt adopted this model to study speckle in pulse-echo ultrasound 
and found from the ultrasonic brightness images that physically the magnitude of the interference field is 
Rayleigh distributed.21 The autocorrelation of speckle, as a most important second-order statistical property, 
quantifies the average size of speckle and was found to relate primarily to the wavelength of the radiation 
and the systems’ numerical aperture.20, 22 
    From the view of imaging science, PAT belongs to a kind of coherent diffraction tomography, because 
its images are obtained by coherent reconstruction from detected photoacoustic waves. In this paper, we 
systematically studied the answer to the question of why no obvious speckle has been observed in PAT. 
First, a theoretical model of speckle in PAT was established based on linear system theory. Then, the 
reason for the lack of speckle in PAT was discussed in detail in comparison with other imaging modalities. 
Our theoretical explanations are validated by simulations. 
 
 
2. THEORETICAL MODEL 
 
Although a random walk model has been applied to study speckle in other imaging modalities that use 
pulsed radiation, like pulse-echo ultrasound, this may be confusing because phasor is not suitable for 
describing broadband pulses. Also, it does not directly relate the statistics of the speckle in an image to the 
microstructures of the object. Here, we model the speckle in PAT based on linear system theory to 
overcome the aforementioned problems.  
    PAT, similar to a variety of other imaging modalities comprising a series of linear operations, can be 
modeled as a linear system )(⋅L , which maps an object )(rrO into an image )(rrM . Both )(rrO and 
)(rrM are spatial stochastic processes in our study of speckle. An ideal system has a point spread 
function )(rrδ , which is a Dirac delta function, and can resolve any fine structure. However, this is not 
available in practice, mainly due to the fact that the limited bandwidth of detection and the imperfect 
reconstruction. )(rh r  of real imaging systems which usually are high peaked at the origin and extend to 
cover a certain volume, called the resolution cell V , which we mentioned without an explicit definition 
above. Xu and Wang showed the PAT system with a band-limited point transducer has a spatially 
invariant )(rh r 23 under perfect reconstruction. Thus, the imaging process can be expressed as: 
[ ] )()()()( rhrrLr rrrr ∗== OOM , (1) 
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where ∗ represents the spatial convolution. By treating )(rh r  as spatially partial waves radiating from 
rough microstructures of )(rrO , )(rrM is the interference field of these waves. 
    Strictly speaking, the object function )(rrO in PAT represents the initial pressure field 0p  after impulse 
excitation, given by: 
0 a( ) ( ) ( ) ( )p r r F r rΓ=r r r rµ . (2) 
( )rΓ r is the Grϋneisen parameter that, describes the object’s mechanical properties; )(rF r  is the local 
fluence rate; and ( )raµ
r
 is the absorption coefficient. Like in many other studies, we assume ( )rΓ r  and 
)(rF r  to be uniform in the area of interest here. We model the rough microstructures by randomly 
distributing a large number of i.i.d. (independent and identically distributed) absorbers in a resolution cell, 
which is usually a fraction of cubic millimeters, with complete spatial randomness (CSR). In other words,  
)(rrO  is a spatial Poisson point process which can be written as:  
( ) ( )r F rΓ= aO µr r
1
( )i
i
F rΓ δ
=
= −∑N ia rrr , (3) 
Where the ith absorber is located at ir
r
 with absorption strength ia . N  is a spatial Poisson process, whose 
intensity )(rrρ is the local volume density of the absorbers.  Denote the mean and variance of a as a  and 
2
aσ  , respectively. The mean and autocovariance of )(rrO is shown in the Appendix to be: 
( )( ) ( )E r Fa rΓ ρ=O r r  (4) 
and ( )2 2 2( , ') ( ) ( ')aC r r F a r r r2Γ σ ρ δ= + −O r r r r r . (5) 
    In practice, absorbing objects always have limited volume. For simplicity of analysis, we consider that 
all of the absorbers are uniformly distributed in a bounded volume V , which can be modeled by taking 
)(rrρ  as:   
)()( )(0 rUr rV
rr
rρρ = , (6) 
where )()( rU rV
r
r is defined as: 
Vr
Vr
rU rV ∉
∈
⎩⎨
⎧= r
rr
r
0
1
)()( . 
(7) 
    Following the theory of linear systems, )(rrM has the form of 
1
( ) ( )i i
i
r F h rΓ
=
= −∑NM a rrr r , (8) 
which is a spatial shot noise process that is proved to converge to a normal distribution under the 
assumption of stationarity24 , which is approximately satisfied in the center region of a big absorbing object. 
The expectation of )(rrM , the baseline shape of the image, is calculated to be: 
( ) ( )( ) ( )( )
0
( ')
) ( ) ( )
( ') ( ')
V r
E r E L r L E r
F h r r a dV rΓ ρ
= =
= −∫
M( O O
                 
r
r r r
r r r . 
 
       0
( ')
( ') ( ')
V r
Fa h r r dV rΓ ρ= −∫ r r r r . (9) 
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Although the integration of )(rh r over the whole space is usually zero due to the lack of DC components in 
the transducer response, the ensemble average of  )(rrM   here is typically not zero, because the integral is 
over the limited volume )'(rV r , unless a  is zero. The autocovariance of )(rrM is given by: 
( )2 2 2
( , ') ( )* ( , ')* ( ')
( )* ( ) ( ')* ( ')a
C r r h r C r r h r
h r F a r r r h r2Γ σ ρ δ
=
= + −
M O
r r r r r r
r r r r r  
 
                    
( )
( )
2 2 2
2 2 2 3
0
( '')
( ') ( ')* ( ')
( ") ( ' ") "
a
a
V r
F a r h r r h r
F a h r r h r r d r
2
2
Γ σ ρ
Γ σ ρ
= + −
= + − −∫r
r r r r
r r r r r . 
(10) 
The variance of )(rrM , which depicts the fluctuation of the speckle pattern with respect to the baseline, 
can be written as:  
                          ( ) ),()( rrCrVar rrr MM =   
                ( )2 2 2 2 30
( ')
( ') 'a
V r
F a h r r d r2Γ σ ρ= + −∫r r r r . (11) 
    Now, we define a criterion, speckle contrast speckleCr , as the standard deviation of a speckle image point 
over its mean which quantifies the visibility of the speckle pattern in an image. In PAT, it can be obtained 
easily from (9) and (11):  
                           
( )
( ))(
)(
rE
rVarCrspeckle r
r
M
M=  
(12) 
         
')'(
')'(
11
3
)'(
3
)'(
2
0
2
2
rdrrh
rdrrh
a
rV
rVa rrr
rrr
r
r
∫
∫
−
−
+= ρ
σ
. 
(13) 
In other words, the visibility of a speckle pattern is related to the fluctuating level of the absorption strength, 
the volume density of the absorbers and a system-dependent factor associated with the macroscopic shape 
of the absorbing structure.  
 
 
 
3. SIMULATION METHODOLOGY  
 
In the following section, we will extensively discuss the reason responsible for the lack of speckle in PAT 
that is implied by (13), and validated by simulation. In our simulation, N point absorbers with random 
positive strengths are placed in volume V by randomly choosing the x, y, z coordinates under an uniform 
distribution, to form an object function ),,( zyxO . Given the transducer’s receiving response )~(kHb :  
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ −⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ += )~2
~
cos(5.05.0)~2
~
cos(5.05.04)~(
cc
b k
k
k
kkH ππ , 
(14)
which is bell-shaped, mimicking the real situation. The system’s one-dimensional point spread function 
)(rh  is calculated by the following numerical integration23: 
∫∞=
0
2
02
~~)~()~(
2
1)( kdkrkjkHrh bπ . 
(15)
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Here, acoustic wavenumber 
c
fk cc
π2~ = ( cf  is the center frequency of the transducer; c is the velocity of 
the sound.); )(rh is then regridded to space obtaining ),,( zyxh . Image ),,( zyxI  is obtained by 
convolving ),,( zyxO  and ),,( zyxh  by { })()( hFFTOFFTIFFTI = , which significantly reduces 
the calculation time.   
 
 
 
4.   DISCUSSION 
 
A typical simulation result is shown in Figure 1 where 0.15 million point absorbers form a spherical 
absorbing region with a diameter of 5mm, corresponding to a low volume density of about 2.3×103/mm3. A 
PAT image was taken at a central plane 0=z . (a) shows the object function in this plane. The transducer 
center frequency is set to 2.25MHz, which is used in the real PAT system in our laboratory. (b) is the 
resultant one-dimensional )(rh , whose main lobe extends to about 0.6mm. (c) shows the PAT image 
where the granular speckle pattern is visible, which is strong at the edge of the absorbing region due to the 
band-limited nature of the PAT system. By assuming that ergodicity holds, the distribution of )(rrM near 
the center is approximated by studying the statistics of image values within a 2.5mm×2.5mm central area 
and is found to follow a normal distribution well in (d), which meets our prediction above.  
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Figure 1. (a) Central plane of a 5mm diameter absorbing sphere including 150,000 absorbers. (b) One dimensional 
point spread function of PAT system with 2.25MHz transducer; (c) Simulated PAT image with “speckle”; (d) The 
distribution of )(rrM near the center of image (bar) compared to a normal probability density function (dash line). 
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    What’s more, the speckle contrast in PAT is found to be inversely proportional to the square root of the 
absorbers’ volume density.  Figure 2 validates this. (b) is the PAT image of an absorbing object containing 
10 times more absorbers than (a). The speckle pattern obviously tends to less visible in (b). In a quantitative 
study, we calculated the speckle contrast for images of objects with five different volume densities based 
on the definition given in (12), and found that the change in speckle contrast follows the inverse square root 
relation well in (c). To link this simulation with a real situation, consider a dye solution with a 
concentration at 1µMolar. The volume density of the dye molecules will be on the order of 1014/mm3, 
which is more than eight orders higher than the highest volume density in our simulation corresponding to 
(b). Thus, the visibility of the speckle will be over 10,000 times less than (b).  
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Figure 2. Simulated PAT image of the central plane of a 5mm diameter sphere including (a) 150,000 (b) 1,500,000 
absorbers. (c) Profile of speckle contrast in PAT image vs. absorber density (circle) compared with theoretical 
prediction (solid line).  
 
 
 
    It is also interesting to compare the PAT image with an ultrasonic radiofrequency image. Both systems 
are linear. For the ultrasonic radiofrequency image, the results in section 2 should also hold. But the object 
function of the ultrasonic imaging represents a change in acoustic impedance, which is a zero-mean process 
in soft tissues under good approximation. It follows that the denominator in (12) will be zero everywhere 
due to local cancellation and the speckle contrast will approach infinity. Physically, the fluctuations of the 
speckle pattern will fill the whole dynamic range. On the contrary, the object function of PAT is positive 
everywhere, and hence the baseline with a high edge will suppress the visibility of the speckle pattern. 
Figure 3 shows the effects of different kinds of object function.  (a) is the image of all positive object 
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function corresponding to the case of PAT, while (b) is an image of a zero-mean object function, 
mimicking the case of the ultrasonic radiofrequency image. Speckle is much more obvious in the latter. 
Here, for fairness of comparison, we use the same )(rh r  for both. In the real situation, )(rh r of the 
ultrasonic imaging system has an anisotropic shape and the speckle pattern is more shuttle-shaped.      
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Figure 3. Simulated image of the central plane of a 5mm diameter sphere including 1,500,000 absorbers with (a) 
positive-mean and (b) zero-mean object function. 
 
 
5.   CONCLUSION 
 
In summary, we systemically studied the speckle in PAT for the first time. A theoretical expression for 
speckle contrast in PAT, a quantitative standard for the visibility of the speckle in an image, was obtained 
based on linear system theory. With minor changes, this method can be extended to study other linear 
imaging systems as well. The lack of speckle in PAT is mainly due to the positive object function and the 
inverse square root dependence of speckle contrast on the absorbers’ volume density. The established 
model of speckle is closely related to microscopic information about the absorbing objects, such as the 
absorbers’ volume density and absorbing strength. For potential future exploitation of these findings in 
tissue characterization, the expression of speckle contrast can serve as a guideline for designing systems 
that maximize the visibility of speckle, for example, by choosing the right transducer; a basis of developing 
schemes to extract this kind of microscopic information and a tool for understanding the limitations. Also, 
clustered particles can be taken into consideration by introducing more advanced spatial processes, like the 
Cox process.  
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APPENDIX  
 
Full specification of the statistics of )(rrO in (3) requires knowledge of the joint distributions of all of the 
random variables there: N , ia , ir
r
 ( N,,2,1 L=i ), which are mutually independent based on our 
physical model. We are interested in the mean and autocovariance of )(rrO . The results of the point 
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process consisting of identical points with unit strength, i.e. 1≡ia , are given by Barrett25. Here we extend 
it to the case of points with randomized strengths.  
    Following a general procedure for dealing with the summation of a random number of items, we start 
with the statistics of )(rrO  conditional on N . After that, the statistics of )(rrO are obtained by 
considering a marginal distribution over N . 
{ }
{ }( ) { }( )
( ) ( )
3 3 3
1 2
1
3
1
( ) |
| | ( )
| | ( )
i i i i
iV V V a a a
i i i i i i
i V a
E r
F d d d d d d pr pr r
F d d pr pr r
Γ δ
Γ δ
=
=
= −
= −
∑∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫
∑ ∫ ∫
N
N 1 2 N
N
O N
r r r a a a r N a N a r
r a r N a N a r
r
r r r r rrL L
r r rr
 
  ( )|Fa prΓ= N r Nr . (A.1) 
Throughout this paper, we use )(⋅pr  to denote the probability density function. Following the definition of 
the Poisson point process, ( )Nr |rpr  is independent of N  and can be written as: 
( ) ( ) ∫==
V
rrd
rprpr
)(
)(|
3 rr
rrr
ρ
ρrNr , (A.2) 
and 
∫=
V
rrd )(3 rrρN . (A.3) 
So the mean of )(rrO  is 
( ) ( )
3
( ) |
( )
( )
V
E r F apr
rFa
d r r
Γ
ρΓ ρ
=< >
= ∫
NO N r N
              N
rr
r
r r  
 
                                                             ( )Fa rΓ ρ= r . (A.4) 
    The autocorrelation function of )(rrO is defined by: 
{ })'()()',( rrErrR rrrr OOO = . (A.5) 
{ }
{ }( ) { }( )
( ) ( )
2 3 3 3
1 2
1
2 3 3 3 2
1 2
1
, 1
( ) ( ') |
| | ( ) ( ' )
| | ( ) ( ' )
i i i i j j
i i jV V V a a a
i i i i i
i V V V a a a
j
j i j
E r r
F d d d d d d pr pr r r
F d d d d d d pr pr r r
2
2
Γ δ δ
Γ δ δ
= =
=
≠ =
= − −
⎧= − −⎨⎩
+
∑ ∑∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫
∑∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫
N N
N 1 2 N
N
N 1 2 N
N
O O N
r r r a a a r N a N a r a r
r r r a a a r N a N a r r
a
r r
r r r r r rr rL L
r r r r r rr rL L
( ) ( )3 3 31 2
1
, | , | ( ) ( ' )i j i j i j i j
i V V V a a a
d d d d d d pr pr r rδ δ
=
⎫− − ⎬⎭∑ ∑ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫
N
N 1 2 Nr r r a a a r r N a a N a a r r
r r r r r r rr rL L
 
( )( ) ( ) ( ){ }2 2 2 2| ( ') , |i aF pr a r r a pr2Γ σ δ= + − + −2N r N N N r r' Nr r rr r . (A.6) 
The autocovariance of )(rrO  is given by: 
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))'(())(()',()',( rErErrRrrC rrrrrr OOOO −= .  
             
( )( ) ( ) ( ){ }2 2 2 2 2| ( ') , | ( ) ( ')i a i jF pr a r r a pr a r r2Γ σ δ ρ ρ= + − + − −2N r N N N r r Nr r rr r r r . (A.7) 
Again, following the definition of the Poisson point process, we have: ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )'rrN'rNrN'rr rrrrrr prprprprpr == |||, ,  
 ∫ ∫=
V V
rrdrrd
rr
)'(')(
)'()(
33 rrrr
rr
ρρ
ρρ
, 
(A.8) 
And 
2NNN N
2 =>−< . (A.9) 
Substitute into (A.6), we have:  ( )2 2 2( , ') ( ) ( ')aC r r F a r r r2Γ σ ρ δ= + −O r r r r r  (A.10) 
   The above conclusion can be generalized to nRr ∈r  and directly reduces to the result in a one-
dimensional generalized Poisson point process, or shot noise26.    
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